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Abstract 
This paper presents Service Call Processing Architecture 1 (SCPAl); a generic service call 
processing architecture that is well adaptable to emerging B-ISDN environment, especially to 
the Layer Network. We divide the call processing into two parts; one for negotiation among 
users and the other for management of lower layer resources. The Call Session Manager 
(CSM) is responsible for the negotiation among participants and the Resource Manager (RM) 
performs resource management functions. The recursive layering of CSM and RM makes it 
possible to model the Layer Network. We show SCPAI is well suitable for the multiparty 
communication and the Layer Network. We describe the call processing algorithms of SCPAI 
and depict the CSM functional model and RM functional model. 
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1 CALL AND LAYER NETWORK 

The "call" is a unit of user's service request to service provider. The call in the B-ISDN envi
ronment has several requirements. Most of new services will be the multimedia multiparty 
services in future public networks, so the call should support these new services. To support 
multimedia services, it is necessary to define the basic components for each media that has its 
own property and they could be combined to cope with complex services. The multiparty 
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services can not be viewed as just an extension of two-party services. The involvement of 
multiple parties in the same communication session may imply that the success of the estab
lishment of a session is dependent on the existence of some specific party. Furthermore, each 
party can play different role. Therefore there should be capabilities to cope with these cases. 
There will be various quite different terminals in future networks. There will be telephones, 
cordless telephones, wireless telephones, workstations, personal computers, notebook com
puters, PDA (personal digital assistant)s, and so on. In this context, the problem of terminal 
and service capability will be significant and the call should support various terminals. There 
should be many resources to establish a call in B-ISDN environment, but there can be short
age of some resources, and it can cause another negotiation between user and service pro
vider. So, it should be adapted to network circumstances and should be adapted for user's 
changing request during call setup phase. 

Minzer introduced the "EXPANSE call model" that user can request multimedia multiparty 
services to network provider with extended transaction form. In the EXPANSE model, there 
are three kinds of elementary call objects. Those are local objects that are subject to control 
by a single user, confirmed objects that require concurrence with another user for construction 
and are subject to control by two users, and virtual objects that are created by network and 
may effect a user's behavior but are not directly subject to its control [ 1]. The EXPANSE call 
model is a basis of Bellcore's INA Communication Management Architecture [2]. There have 
been several researches of call model and resource model to provide multimedia multiparty 
communication [3][4][5]. 

The various functions comprising a telecommunications network can be divided into two 
broad classifications; delivery segment functions and service segment functions. Delivery 
segment functions are involved in the transfer of user's information. The delivery segment can 
be layered into a number of Layer Network (LN)s with a client-server relationship between 
adjacent layers. Each Layer Network represents the set of delivery segment that supports the 
transfer of a certain type of characteristic information. Examples of characteristic information 
include SONET/SDH VC-3 framed digital information, ATM cells, or Frame Relay blocks or 
fragments. Layering of the delivery segment offers several benefits to network providers in 
their tasks of operating and managing the network. A Layer Network can be partitioned ac
cording to several reasons; the network topology within a Layer Network, administrative 
boundaries between administrative authorities, domain boundaries, independent routing do
main, etc. A Subnetwork can be recursively partitioned into a number of smaller Subnetworks 
interconnected by Links. There are many autonomous domains and the need for co-operation 
with other domains is increasing. The call that supports the layer networks should use re
sources oflower network efficiently and should hide the complexities oflower layer. [6] 

TINA consortium is defining a software architecture for telecommunications systems. The 
mission of Connection Management functions in a TINA-C consistent network is to support 
telecommunication services in the need for connections. The TINA-C Connection Manage
ment Architecture (CMA) defines a target architecture for connection setup, control and re
lease. The functionality of Connection Management is defined as a set of computational ob
jects. The CSM (Communication Session Manager) provides services for the binding of com
putational stream interface. The clients of CSM will specify the references of stream 
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Layers Partitionin~ Within a Layer 

Figure 1 Layering and Partitioning [6]. 

interfaces they want to be interconnected, plus QoS parameters. The service of CC 
(Connection Coordinator) is the interconnection of physical nodes. The CC is responsible for 
creating connections between nodes. Connectivity through layer networks is provided by the 
collaboration of two types of computational objects: LNC (Layer Network Coordinator) and 
CP (Connection Performer). The LNC provides trails in a layer network. It also takes care of 
federation with other domains in a layer network. It requests the CP to set up the connection 
in its own domain. The CP provides connections in a single subnetwork. Since a subnetwork 
may be partitioned into smaller networks, each CP may request subordinate CPs to provide 
smaller subnetwork connections [7][8] . 

tr+n 
ph~tion 1 

• I 
CSM: Communication Session Manager ' 
CC: Connection Cocxdlnator 
LNC: Layer Netwo<l< Coordinator 
CPs: Connection Perfonners 
CM: Connection Management 

Figure 2 TINA-C's Connection Management Overview [8]. 
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The TINA-C focuses on the communication management architecture and the communica
tion management specification. However it does not consider the implementation of the 
CMA. In this paper, we propose a generic service call processing architecture: Service Call 
Processing Architecture 1 (SCPAl ). The SCPAI is well suitable for the Layer Network and it 
is a more practical architecture than TINA-C's CMA. 

2 SCPAl (SERVICE CALL PROCESSING ARCIDTECTURE 1) 

There are two functional elements to process a call in SCPAI. Those are elements to negoti
ate users' view and elements to manage resources of a lower layer. In the existing telephone 
service the user's requests are so simple that they can be mapped with the lower layer re
sources directly. When a user wants to use the telephone service he/she just picks up the 
phone and dials the destination telephone number. There is one connection per a call. How
ever the user's requests in B-ISDN services will be very complex. He/she may want multime
dia multiparty services. He/she can choose each medium's capabilities and each party's serv
ices. 

There are the Call Session Manager (CSM) to receive and negotiate these user's complex 
requests and the Resource Manager (RM) manages lower layer resources. Figure 3 shows the 
SCPAI that we propose. 

-------Users--------

inter-CSM connection 

-- CSM-RM connection-

inter-RM connection 

---~~~----
~- m *-' 
User's Sessio;--- Resiurces/ 

CSM: Call Session Manager 
RM : Resource Manager 

Figure 3 SCPAI: Service Call Processing Architecture 1 
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There are 5 kinds of connections in SCPAl. Those are (1) the user-CSM connection, (2) the 
inter-CSM connection, (3) the CSM-RM connection, (4) the inter-RM connection, and (5) the 
user's communication session. 

When a user wants to use the service, he/she should register at the CSM first. The CSM 
maintains the information of each subscriber (user's address, user's profile, address of the RM 
that provides connection to user, billing information, etc.) It may give him/her the information 
such as the current status of communication, the cost of current call, etc. The user-CSM con
nection is a control channel between user and service provider. When a user wants to use B
ISDN services, he/she may request them via the user-CSM connection. Though there is only a 
bearer service in the existing public network, there can be other services like data conversion, 
video compression, and so on in future network. So, the user should negotiate not only on the 
quality of services of the bearer service but also on the quality of service of these non-bearer 
services. 

When the source CSM receives a user's request, it negotiates with the destination CSMs via 
the inter-CSM connection. There are two kinds of requests; one for adjusting both sides' se
mantics into the same and the other for using the lower layer's resources. The CSM should 
support negotiation of these two kinds of requests. The negotiation of a user's request can be 
performed as an atomic action or an interactive action. In the atomic action, a user sends the 
information of his/her communication to a destination and then the destination user deter
mines the request and makes decision whether the call is accepted or not. However in the in
teractive action, the receiving user may also send the information of its communication envi
ronment and call is accepted after several information exchanges. 

When the CSM receives the request from its user, it creates local objects and negotiation 
objects, and transfers the replication of the negotiation objects to the destination CSMs. The 
local object is the object that can be managed by one local CSM and the negotiation object is 
the object that should be managed by co-operation of CSMs. Each destination CSM creates 
the local objects, replicates negotiation objects, and notifies user of them. The receiving user 
can modifY the request by modification of the negotiation objects. The CSM modifies its ne
gotiation objects and passes this modification request to source CSM. Then the source CSM 
modifies its negotiation objects and notifies a user of them . 
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Figure 4 CSM objects 
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After the negotiation, the CSM translates the user's requests to resources and requests the RM 
to perform the resource management functions via the CSM-RM connection. There are me
diation objects to maintain the relationship between these CSM objects and the resources that 
are managed by the RM. There can be various relationships among these CSM objects and the 
RM objects. One CSM object can be related to several RM objects. Several CSM objects can 
also be related on one RM object. The mediation objects perform a mapping between CSM 
objects and RM objects. 

negotiatiQn. 
ObJec;w- -, 

I 
I 
,, ..... ~L.l"" 
,-........ ~>'--.._ 

'- ..... -.... 

RM objects 

user 

Figure 5 CSM objects, RM objects and Mediation objects 

destination CSM 

The RM can perform the resource management functions to its own resources. It can also 
request the tandem RM to perform the resource management functions. The RM is responsi
ble for its domain. If a user wants to communicate with a user in an other domain, the RM 
should cooperate with other RMs. So, there can be one RM or several RMs in establishing 
one connection. 

Request from CSM 

Figure 6 Role ofRM 
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Before the resource allocation, the RM reserves the resources first. Because the multimedia 
multiparty communication needs many resources, there can be a shortage of some resources. 
At that time, the RM notifies the CSM that the requested connection cannot be established, 
and the CSM does the negotiation again. 

When all the resources are reserved, the RM notifies the CSM that the connection can be 
established. When all required connections can be established the CSM requests the RM to 
perform resource management functions for resource allocation. After all resources are allo
cated, the RM notifies the CSM that the connections are established. Then, the CSM an
nounces to the user and the destination CSM that the session is ready. 

3 FUNCTIONAL MODELS OF THE CSM AND THE RM 

The functions of CSM can be decomposed into a number of fundamental functional groups, 
such as call session management functions (CSMFs) and system management functions 
(SMFs). There are 5 kinds of CSMF objects in CSM. Those are the access CSMF object, the 
object manager CSMF object, the signaling CSMF object, the routing CSMF object, and the 
mediation object manager CSMF object. Figure 7 shows the functional model of the CSM. 

CSM 
Administrative 
Interface 

Figure 7 CSM Functional Model 

The access CSMF object receives the user's requests and passes them to the object manager 
CSMF object. It also sends the notification from objects to upper users. There is one access 
CSMF object per one call. The object manager CSMF object processes the user's requests and 
it operates with the signaling CSMF object and the routing CSMF object to negotiate with 
other CSM's object manager CSMF objects. The signaling CSMF object terminates the net-
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work signaling between CSMs. The routing RMF object supports to create connections for 
signaling among CSMs. It determines a path between the source CSM and destination CSM. 
The mediation object manager CSMF object maps the CSM objects to RM objects. 

The RM receives the request of the CSM and performs the lower layer's resource manage
ment function. One RM is responsible for its domain. Figure 8 shows the functional model of 
RM. 

The access RMF object receives the CSM's requests and passes them to the object manager 
RMF object. It also sends the notification from resource object to the CSM. The object man
ager RMF object processes the CSM's request. It creates, deletes, modifies, and maintains 
logical resource objects. If the requested resources are in the RM's own domain, it performs 
lower layer resource management function via the lower layer resource RMF object. When 
the resource is not in its domain it co-operates with other RM. When the resource is not in the 
layer, RM plays the user's role of the lower layer's CSM via the lower layer network RMF 
object. 

RM 
Administrative 
Interface 

Adminis1ration 
RMF object 

Figure 8 RM Functional Model 

Lower Layer CSM Interface I Transport Network Control 

--· other 
RM -----

The signaling RMF object and the routing RMF object support the lower layer resource RMF 
object and the lower layer network RMF object. There are 3 kinds of signaling in the RM. 
One is for the lower layer resource management, another is for the cooperation between other 
RMs and the other is for the request to the lower layer network. The signaling RMF object 
terminates signaling between the RM and the CSM of the lower layer network and it also 
terminates signaling between the RM and the lower layer resources. Furthermore it terminates 
signaling between RMs. The routing RMF object determines 3 kinds of paths. It determines 
(1) paths between a source and destination address, (2) paths between RM and lower layer 
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resources, and (3) paths between RMs. It also sends routing information to other RMs and 
receives it from others. 

4 CALL PROCESSING ALGORITHMS OF THE SCPAl 

We show the call processing procedure in this section. There are 4 phases in call processing in 
SCPAl. Those are the negotiation phase, the reservation phase, the allocation phase and the 
confirmation phase. The CSMs receive user's request and adjust both sides' views in the ne
gotiation phase. After the negotiation the CSMs request the RMs to reserve resources. When 
all resources are reserved, the resource allocation phase is followed. Then the CSMs confirm 
to users that session is ready. 

4.1 Normal call processing 

Negotiatio 1 

Phase 

Reservation 
Phase 

Allocation 
Phase 

RM RM RM 

------------ --------- ---------
Confirmation n 
Phase 0 14 

~--.... 

Figure 9 Normal Call Processing 

The negotiation phase is from step I to step 4. 
Step 1: User A who wants to communicate with user B transfers the request to the CSM A. 

message a: {request to communicate with user B) 
Step 2: The CSM A creates local objects and negotiation objects, and then transfers the re

quest to the CSM B. 
message b: {create negotiation objects) 

Step 3: The CSM B creates local objects and negotiation objects, and notifies its user of them. 
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message c: {notify the creation of local objects and negotiation objects} 
Step 4: When user B wants to accept the call, he/she sends acceptance message to the CSM B. 

message d: { accept} 

The reservation phase is from step 5 to step 8. In this phase, the CSM requests the RM tore
serve the resources, and RMs do reservation. 
Step 5: The CSM B requests the RM for resource reservation function. 

message e: {do resource reservation} 
Step 6,7: The RM reserves its own resources and requests the tandem RM to reserve there

sources. 
message f, g: {do resource reservation } 

Step 8: The RM reserves its own resources and notifies CSM A that all resources for the call 
are reserved. 
message h: {all resources are reserved} 

The resource allocation phase is followed. In this phase, the RMs perform the resource man
agement functions and request the tandem RM to perform it. 
Step 9: The CSM A requests the RM to perform the resource allocation. 

message i: {do resource allocation} 
Step 10,11: The RMs perform the resource allocation functions and request the tandem RM to 

perform the resource management functions. 
message j, k: {do resource allocation } 

Step 12: The RM B performs the resource management function and informs CSM B that it 
has performed the resource management functions successfully. 
message 1: {all resources are allocated} 

When all the resources are allocated, the CSMs notify users that the session is ready. We call 
this phase the confirmation phase. 
Step 13: The CSM B notifies the CSM A and the user B that the session is ready. 

message m, n: {session is ready} 
Step 14: The CSM A notifies the user A that the session is ready. 

message o: {session is ready} 

4.2 Refused call 

When a user requests unauthorized service to the CSM, the CSM can refuse the call. Because 
the destination CSM can do various functions such as authentication function, screen func
tion, etc. it can also refuse the call. When the user B does not want to communicate with the 
user A, he/she can refuse it. Figure 10 shows the refused calls. 
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b 

Refuse 

Refuse 

Figure 10 Refused Call 

4.3 Renegotiation of call 

If the user B wants to modify the attributes of negotiation objects, he/she requests the CSM to 
modify them. When the CSM receives this modification request, it modifies the negotiation 
objects and requests the peer CSM to modify them. After modification of its negotiation ob
jects, the CSM notifies the user that the call is modified by the peer user. Figure 11 shows a 2-
way negotiation. 

b 

e 

h 

-------------------------~ 
Resource Reservation Phase 

Figure 11 2-Way Negotiation 

message d: {modify the negotiation objects} 
message e: { modify the negotiation objects } 
message f {notify the user of the modifications} 
message g: {accept} 
message h: {accept} 
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This negotiation can be repeated. Figure 12 shows a 3-way negotiation. If the user A does not 
agree the modification, he/she can also request to modify the negotiation objects, he/she re
quests the CSM to modify them. When the CSM receives this modification request, it modi
fies the negotiation objects and requests the peer CSM to modify them. 

b 

e 

h 

11 - ----- -------------------------- ----- . 
Resource Reservation Phase 

Figure 12 3-Way Negotiation 

message d: {modify the negotiation objects} 
message e: {modify the negotiation objects} 
message f {notify the user of the modifications} 
message g: {modify the negotiation objects} 
message h: {modify the negotiation objects} 
message i: {notify the user of the modifications} 
message j: {accept} 

During the resource reservation phase, there can be a shortage of some resource. When it 
happens the RM notifies the requesting RM of it, and the notified RM announces to the re
questing RM. When the CSM receives this notification message, it should negotiate again. 

4.4 Call processing in a Layer Network 

Figure 13 shows the call processing in Layer Networks. You should notice that the negotia
tion phase of the lower Layer Network is in the resource reservation phase of the upper Layer 
Network. When the negotiation of the lower layer Network is completed, the upper layer's 
RMs continue the resource reservation. The resource allocation of the lower Layer Network is 
performed after the resource reservation phase of the upper Layer Network. 
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Figure 13 Call Processing in Layer Network 

Figure 14 shows one example of the call processing. This shows the call processing in Layer 
Networks and the multiparty connections. There are 3 users and 3 CSMs in this figure, but 
one CSM is responsible for several users. There are 2 Layer Networks in this figure. You 

should notice that the negotiation process between the lower layer's CSMs. From the view

point of the upper layer's RM, the connection of the lower layer is a link. So, the RMs do not 
wait for the lower layer connection. 
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Figure 14 Example of Call Processing 

5 SUMMARY 

The Layer Network makes it possible to model the complex network composed of networks 
of several domains and several technologies. There will be new services in the future tele
communication network, and the most of them will be composed of existing services. The 
SCPAl is a new call processing architecture for future networks, specially for the Layer Net
works. We divide the call processing functions into two parts; one for negotiation ofthe upper 
layer's request and another for requesting the services of the lower layer. The CSM and the 
RM are responsible for performing those functions. We have presented the call processing 
algorithms and functional models of SCP A 1. Now we have considered the generic resources 
of the service call and objects of each functional element. 
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